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Technical comparison Table

Advantages: Specialized - Progress of 

executing – Cleaning site :

- Mova mortar is rated, mixed and packaged at 

production chain of high automation using 

Germany Technology.

- The process from production, transport and use 

has no waste polluting the environment. 

- Concentrating materials at the mix construction 

site: Fast – Tidy - Clean

 +  Decreasing the loss at limit than traditional 

mortar (when mixing and executing);

 + It doesn’t need to be plunged the bricks to the 

water before plasteringng ( as water on the walls as 

traditional way);

 + There is Polymer in the ingredient to create 

associated membrane, so it will decrease the craks 

at the huge grout;

 + Especially, it will not be hydrophilic or called 

“fire” mortar when using it for light bricks concrete 

which is boiled down with fame.

Product description:                                                                                                                

WP 900 CLAIR is a mixture which is ready-mixed 

powder, just adding water then using it 

immediately. It’s component include cement 

mixture, selected aggregates, polymer and other 

multi- functional additives under the fomula studied 

and developed by Mova’s laboratory.

Using :                                                                                                                

- WP 900 CLAIR is one kind of mortar which is 

made for: Traditional Bricks BLOCK AAC, Bricks 

Tuynel, bricks without fired. 

- It’s specially used for light concrete which is 

boiled down with fame, it’s done easily and quickly. 

Thickness of mortar (3- 15) mm/ layer.

The walls after using mortar (plastering) WP 900 

CLAIR will be smooth surface, high adhesion and 

no cracks (crow's feet)
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 WP 900 CLAIR is one kind of mortar which is made 

for: Traditional Bricks BLOCK AAC, Bricks Tuynel, 

bricks without fired. 

 It’s specialized used for light concrete which is boiled 

down with fame, it’s done easily and quickly. 

Thickness of mortar (3- 15) mm/ layer.

 The walls after using mortar (plastering) WP 900 

CLAIR will be smooth surface, high adhesion and no 

cracks (crow's feet)

Compressive stength of 
hardened strength ≥ 7.5 9.4

Ashesive strength of 
hardened mortars

≥ 0.4 0.47

All reference materials of products shall be provided in website: www.mova.com.vn 
Please contact with Technical Department to have more detail information

WP 900 CLAIR Grade 7.5 Mpa
Specialized plaster for lightweight concrete block walls

WP 900 CLAIR Grade 7.5 MPa: Specialized plaster for lightweight concrete block walls

Excellent adhesion with ultra low dosage

WP 900 CLAIR Grade 7.5 MPa: Specialized plaster for lightweight concrete block walls



Packing and Storage

-  Leaving it at cool place, avoiding sunlight, 

out of reach of children.;

- The experation date is 06 months from 

date of manufacture;

- Net weight: 25kg /bao or 50 kg/ bao or 

jumbo bag;
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Introductions: 

• Preparing the ground and materials

 + Making sure the ground be clean, there is not 

any dust or moss before building the wall

 + If the walls are to dry, it should be made wet 

before plastering. 

 + Creating the standard mark before plastering

 + Mixing Mova WP 900 CLAIR: Use a mixer or 

mixing by hand.

 Slowly pour mortar in a bucket of clean water and 

mix (with the rate: 1 water 5 flour or making it viscid 

as using) chemical promotes about 5 minutes, then 

mixing again that mixture before using.

•    Excuting :

 Mova WP 900 CLAIR mortar should be plastered 

from the bottom to top, using trowel and excuting as 

wall putty, from the corner and bowling the liner 

before, when the mortar is dry then turn back to 

plaster the 2nd line to be equal as the standard mark, 

using ruler to level the surface exactly. Leveling the 

mortar in the ruler, check again to make sure that all 

of the surfaces are even. Then waiting for the mortar 

surgace get dry, using a thick pad to rub on the 

mortar surface to make the walls even.

 Thickness mortar (plastering) is allowed : from 3- 

15 mm.

Certificates:

 Mova WP 900 Clair is recognized compliant  

with Vietnamese TCVN 9028:2011 and other 

equivalent international standards 

Specifications:

- Consistence of fresh mortar : 180- 210 mm

- Compressive stength of hardened strength:        

: ≥  7.5 MPa 

- Ashesive strength of hardened mortars:

 ≥  0.4 MPa

Notices:

- Mova WP 900 CLAIR after mixed with water 

has to be used up within 90 minutes;

- Do not mix any products.In all special cases, 

please contact with our technical department.

Use Norms:

 6 – 30 kg/ m2/ Layer (dry mortar ), it depends on 

the thick of the walls.

An toaøn: 

 Mova WP 900 CLAIR is a cement based 

product, therefore it has alkaline features. It is 

necessary to implement appropriate measures to 

minimize the contact with skin (use protective 

glasses and gloves during the construction, 

washing with soap after application). If it contacts 

with eyes, cleaning immediately with water and go 

to the doctor.

IMPORTANT PRECAUTIONS:

 Information, especially manuals related to 

construction and use of MOVA products are 

based on knowledge and current experience 

of MOVA and the application of MOVA 

inventories in proper way, treatment and 

construction under normal conditions within 

life-span of the product. Any breach of these 

manuals as well as differences in materials, 

basement surface and actual Site conditions 

from warnings of manufacturer are not under 

warranty conditions of Mova.

WP 900 CLAIR Grade 7.5 MPa: Specialized plaster for lightweight concrete block walls

WP 900 CLAIR Grade 7.5 MPa 

Specialized plaster for lightweight concrete block walls

WP 900 CLAIR Grade 7.5 MPa: Specialized plaster for lightweight concrete block walls

WP 900 CLAIR Grade 7.5 MPa: Specialized plaster for lightweight concrete block walls

WP 900 CLAIR Grade 7.5 MPa 
Specialized plaster for lightweight concrete block walls

WP 900 CLAIR Grade 7.5 MPa: Specialized plaster for lightweight concrete block walls

Excellent adhesion with ultra low dosage
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